
some) requirements in terms of criminal  procedure and in particular the implications of interviewing a suspect who has not     received legal advice and assistance. After a welcome and introduction to the topic from a judge, each delegation delivered their presentation on the criminal procedure of their respective jurisdictions and the effect of  thereon.  As expected the result was a rich and varied experience, each delega-
exotic music to the ears of the others.  Lisa McClelland and Anjam Arif ably delivered an excellent presentation on  behalf of DASLS to the general conclusion that would barely be felt in England and Wales, the rights of suspects having been enshrined in our law at least since PACE 1984.  The most surprising revela-tions came from the hosts: 
modern, forward-thinking and above all very European    indeed made all the more shocking the fact that individuals are routinely invited in to assist the police with their enquiries and then held in custody  without charge until they can be brought before a sort of investigating judge and formally charged, and that it is generally this point in time that legal advice is even offered!    As is generally the case on these occasions, Saturday was a day for culture and leisure.  Visiting delegates and hosts gathered for the coach ride to Meerdael vineyard at Valbeek, producer of fine sparkling Chardonnay.  Stunning surroundings and a very informa-tive talk helpfully translated into English made for an excellent guided tour around the vines and the various stages of production, culminating in the frankly obligatory tasting. Yet another delicious meal in engaging   company was followed by a visit to the    impressive Koninklijk Museum voor Midden-Afrika (Royal Museum for Central Africa).    The interior of the museum provided a fascinating and startlingly frank 

.  
The latest gathering of the Twin Bars saw  
Verona, DASLS and of course the hosts deliver presentations on the ECHR case of Salduz and its implications for criminal     procedure in their respective jurisdictions.      I had the pleasure of attending this intra-Community intellectual feast with Lisa McClelland and Anjam Arif both from      Alletsons in Bridgwater.  
The crossing on Thursday 12th May was turbulent and choppy; we were tossed fore and aft by a fierce mid-channel swell and all stewards were drafted in to bail out water.  I 
found this particularly disturbing as I was taking the Eurostar.  I did however arrive safe and sound in Leuven, as did Lisa and Anjam, where we were greeted by Klara Helsen, a young lawyer and Past President of the host delegation.  The Hotel Binnenhof proved more than adequately hospitable with a marvellous (and strangely pertinent given the topic of the conference) view of one of 
the three of us took the oppor-tunity for some orientation,  taking in as we did some     spectacular archi-tecture and the impressively-titled Longest Bar, at the Oude Markt.  After a much-needed rest the w h o l e  p a r t y    assembled for dinner at a restaurant in the city centre.   
On Friday morning the    various delegations gathered at the Stadhuis for the     conference proper. The 2007 ECHR case of Salduz v  Turkey involved a young man arrested on suspicion of  participation in an illegal  demonstration and has   resulted in the imposition on member states of new (for 

insight into the history of Belgian colonialism; the exterior was no less impressive, set in beautiful grounds with more than the merest hint of Versailles about them.   On the final evening the delegates          assembled one final time for dinner, drinks, dancing and the traditional speeches and gift-giving to mark the occasion and to honour the efforts of the hosts. The Polish delegation ruined the game for everyone by giving of their best oratory in at least three languages.  The young lawyers of   Verona delivered a speech that was by no means light on content but produced some good laughs. Presenting the hosts with glassware and a sackful of Devon farm  cider, I delivered the address on behalf of DASLS.  That those in attendance were rolling in the aisles is some-thing I can only properly and  modestly attribute to the effects of fine wines and the little-known local brew called Stella Artois.   I cannot stress enough that I would encour-age all DASLS members and associate members to involve themselves where    possible in such an event.  The lawyers of the Jonge Balie of Leuven did a spectacular job of welcoming the delegates of the Twin Bars both in personal and organisational terms, and the highly        rewarding cross-jurisdictional meeting of minds was matched only by the general  bonhomie of the social parts of the weekend.     

 
By , Associate Member of DASLS -  
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